On lossy transform compression of ECG signals with reference to deformation of their parameter values.
Electrocardiogram (ECG) signals are the most prominent biomedical signal type used in clinical medicine. Their compression is important and widely researched in the medical informatics community. In the previous literature compression efficacy has been investigated only in the context of how much known or developed methods reduced the storage required by compressed forms of original ECG signals. Sometimes statistical signal evaluations based on, for example, root mean square error were studied. In previous research we developed a refined method for signal compression and tested it jointly with several known techniques for other biomedical signals. Our method of so-called successive approximation quantization used with wavelets was one of the most successful in those tests. In this paper, we studied to what extent these lossy compression methods altered values of medical parameters (medical information) computed from signals. Since the methods are lossy, some information is lost due to the compression when a high enough compression ratio is reached. We found that ECG signals sampled at 400 Hz could be compressed to one fourth of their original storage space, but the values of their medical parameters changed less than 5% due to compression, which indicates reliable results.